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ABSTRACT
◥

Deregulation of the mRNA translational process has been
observed during tumorigenesis. However, recent findings have
shown that deregulation of translation also contributes specifically
to cancer cell spread. During metastasis, cancer cells undergo
changes in cellular state, permitting the acquisition of features
necessary for cell survival, dissemination, and outgrowth. In addi-
tion, metastatic cells respond to external cues, allowing for their
persistence under significant cellular and microenvironmental
stresses. Recent work has revealed the importance of mRNA

translation to these dynamic changes, including regulation of cell
states through epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition and tumor
dormancy and as a response to external stresses such as hypoxia
and immune surveillance. In this review, we focus on examples of
altered translation underlying these phenotypic changes and
responses to external cues and explore how they contribute to
metastatic progression. We also highlight the therapeutic oppor-
tunities presented by aberrant mRNA translation, suggesting novel
ways to target metastatic tumor cells.

Introduction
mRNA translation, one of the most energetically demanding pro-

cesses in a cell, is tightly regulated tomatch cellular demands. Like gene
transcription, mRNA translation can be regulated globally or at the
level of individual transcripts. As such, it is frequently deregulated
during malignant transformation and metastatic progression. Tumor
cells may hijack protein production to preferentially translate onco-
genic transcripts and to dynamically regulate overall protein synthesis
to support neoplastic growth, tumor dormancy, and metastasis
depending on internal and external cues. Translational dysregulation
in cancer cells has been appreciated since 1896, when enlarged nucleoli
were identified on histologic sections of cancer, representing aberrant
ribosomal biogenesis (1). Since then, substantial evidence has
highlighted the importance of translational dysregulation during
tumorigenesis, including the activation of translation-promoting
mTOR and MAPK signaling pathways and alterations in the eIF
translation initiation factors (reviewed in detail in refs. 2–4). More
recently, we have learned that altered translation contributes not only
to tumor initiation and growth, but also to numerous steps involved in
tumor cell dissemination and metastasis.

Metastasis represents the most lethal stage of cancer progression,
and once cancer has metastasized, the goal of most clinical therapies is
to slow further cancer growth and spread, rather than achieve cure.
Hematogenous spread of cancer, the most common metastatic path-
way, is a complex process: tumor cells invade into surrounding tissue,
intravasate into blood vessels, survive under the physical and oxidative

stress of the blood circulation, extravasate into distal tissues, and become
competent to proliferate at these distant sites—all while overcoming
internal apoptotic signals and avoiding immune system surveillance
(5). Emerging evidence has pointed to roles for translational dysregula-
tion at multiple stages of this process. Unlike individual genetic changes,
global mRNA translation can be regulated over short timescales, and
changes can have broad impact as cells adapt to diverse microenviron-
ments. Such translational changes can modulate total protein synthesis,
as well as regulate levels of specific proteins via preferential mRNA
translation (3). In this review, we focus on global and transcript-specific
translational changes that modulate tumor cell states [e.g., epithelial-to-
mesenchymal transition (EMT) and tumor cell dormancy] and the
response to microenvironmental cues (e.g., angiogenesis and immune
suppression), and we describe how these translational changes may
promote progression through the metastatic cascade. We also highlight
therapeutic vulnerabilities created by aberrant translation in metastatic
tumors, suggesting opportunities for clinical intervention.

Translational Dysregulation
mRNA translation is a highly coordinated process that involves

multiple steps that can be dysregulated during cancer (Fig. 1; reviewed
in ref. 6). A critical step in the regulation of translation occurs during
translation initiation, as the 80S ribosome, comprising the 60S large
and 40S small ribosomal subunits, is assembled on an mRNA tran-
script. Translation initiation can be broadly divided into two separate
mechanisms: cap-dependent and cap-independent translation.

Cap-dependent translation is the predominant mechanism for
cellular protein synthesis and is mediated by the heterotrimeric eIF4F
complex (eIF4A, eIF4E, eIF4G) which binds the 7-methylguanylate
cap at the 50 end of an mRNA transcript. The eIF4F complex recruits
the 40S ribosomal subunit to the 50 end of the transcript, and the 40S
ribosome then scans the transcript until it encounters an AUG start
site. At the start site, eIF2 signals for recruitment of the 60S ribosomal
subunit, resulting in the formation of the 80S ribosome and progres-
sion to translation elongation with formation of the nascent polypep-
tide chain. Assembly of the eIF4F complex is the rate-limiting step for
cap-dependent translation, and members of the eIF4F complex are
frequently upregulated in cancer (7), promoting nascent protein
synthesis. Several oncogenic signaling pathways, including mTOR
and MAPK signaling, enhance cap-dependent translation (8).

Cap-independent translation, on the other hand, is not mediated by
the eIF4F complex, but instead is achieved through binding of the
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ribosome to a subset of mRNA transcripts containing an internal
ribosome entry site (IRES). This mechanism of translation is partic-
ularly relevant under stress conditions, when global, cap-dependent
protein synthesis is inhibited. Given the variety of internal and external
stresses to which they are exposed, neoplastic cells often rely on IRES-
mediated translation under stress conditions (9). Notably, multiple
genes that promote oncogenesis are regulated by IRES-mediated
translation including MYC, BCL2, FGF2, HIF1A, and VEGFA (9–11).

Although translation initiation serves as the main regulatory step in
translational control, dysregulation of ribosome biogenesis or of
translation elongation also affects global protein synthesis. Several
oncogenes—most notably Myc—promote ribosome biogenesis, lead-
ing to increased global translation (12, 13). Likewise, translation
elongation can be dysregulated by aberrant Akt/mTOR signaling,
leading to activation or suppression of the elongation factor eEF2 (14),
or by oncogene-mediated dysregulation of tRNA levels (15).

Translational Control of Cell States
Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition

EMT is a physiologic embryonic cell-fate change critical to normal
organogenesis. Oncogenic EMT parallels this developmental process
and is associated with increased tumor cell invasion and implicated as
an early step inmetastasis (16). During EMT, epithelial tumor cells lose
their epithelial features and acquire mesenchymal features, including
reduced cell–cell adhesion, loss of cellular polarity, and increased
motility. In the reverse process of mesenchymal-to-epithelial transi-
tion (MET), epithelial features are reacquired. In reality, these dynamic

changes in neoplastic cells present a spectrum of intermediate
metastable states rather than distinct and permanent epithelial or
mesenchymal phenotypes, and the ability to move between these
states is known as epithelial plasticity. Mesenchymal states favor
early invasion, migration, and resistance of circulating tumor cells
(CTC) to anoikis in the bloodstream, while epithelial states enhance
proliferation and tumor outgrowth at a distant metastatic site.
Although transcriptional regulation of EMT and MET has been
reviewed elsewhere (16, 17), translational changes that drive epi-
thelial plasticity are also noteworthy.

TGFb is a classic inducer of EMT via regulation of the canonical
transcriptional inducers SNAIL and TWIST (18). At the translational
level, TGFb regulates mRNA translation of DAB2 and FAM3C (also
known as ILE1), transcripts necessary for induction of EMT, through a
cis-regulatory element termed the TGFb-activated translation (BAT)
element (19). In the unstimulated state, the BAT is bound by a complex
of hnRNP E1 and eEF1A1, which mediates translational silencing by
blocking ribosomal progression.Upon treatmentwithTGFb, activated
Akt2 phosphorylates hnRNP E1, releasing it from the BAT element
and allowing progression of the ribosome along the mRNA transcript.
Knockdown of the BAT silencing protein hnRNPE1 induces EMT and
metastasis in a mouse model (19). TGFb also upregulates CELF1, an
mRNA-binding protein that binds to and promotes the translation of
EMT-related mRNAs, including the EMT master regulator SNAI1,
likely via binding of a GU-rich 30-UTR element and recruitment of the
eukaryotic initiation factor eIF4E (20). In addition to directly pro-
moting translation of EMT transcripts, TGFb also activates mTOR, a
master regulator of cell growth, cell size, and protein synthesis (21, 22),
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Dysregulation of translation initiation during cancer. Ribosome biogenesis includes the coordinated assembly of ribosomal proteins and rRNA to form the 40S and
60S ribosomal subunits. This process is, in part, regulated byMyc andmTOR, which are frequently aberrantly activated in cancer. Translation initiation occurs by two
distinctmechanisms: cap-dependent translation and cap-independent translation. In cap-dependent translation, the initiation factors eIF4A, eIF4E, andeIF4Gbind to
the 50 cap of mRNA transcripts, with subsequent recruitment of the 40S subunit. eIF4E and eIF4G are frequently amplified in cancer, and other oncogenes, including
Myc and mTOR, also activate translation initiation. In cap-independent translation, an IRES recruits the 40S ribosome without the initiation factors. This method of
translational initiation is prevalent in situations of cellular stress, including hypoxia and oxidative stress. In both mechanisms of translational initiation, the 40S
subunit scans the transcript for an AUG start site, at which point eIF2 is released, the 60S ribosome is recruited to form the full 80S ribosome, and translation
elongation begins.
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leading to increased cell motility and invasion across many different
tumor types (21–23).

mTOR activation of translation has been shown to be required for
TGFb-induced EMTbypromoting cellmigration andmotility, leading
to increased metastasis (21, 23). Furthermore, mTOR activation
maintains cells in the mesenchymal state following TGFb signaling,
implicating additional regulatory mechanisms for the mTOR pathway
during EMT (24). Activation of mTOR signaling alone is sufficient to
induce EMT, motility, and metastasis in somemodels (23). The effects
of mTOR on EMT andmetastasis have been attributed, at least in part,
tomTOR-mediated activation of the translation initiation factor eIF4E
and S6 kinase, subsequently increasing mRNA translation (25). In
addition to activation of translation initiation, mTOR signaling also
promotes the translation of specificmRNA transcripts, including those
with a 50 terminal oligopyrimidine tract (TOP)-motif, characterized by
a cytosine and 7–14 pyrimidines following the 7-methylguanylate
cap (26). Transcripts with 50 TOPmotifs encode translational machin-
ery, including ribosomal proteins and translational initiation and
elongation factors, as well as select additional genes such as VIM, a
key mesenchymal marker associated with cell invasion (27, 28). Ribo-
some profiling has confirmed that mTOR signaling leads to increased
translation of selected EMT transcripts, including VIM and YBX1, an
RNA binding protein and key regulator of EMT; in line with these
findings, themTOR inhibitor sapanisertib (also referred to as INK128)
has been shown to inhibit EMT and subsequent metastasis in mouse
models of prostate cancer (Fig. 2A; ref. 4).

Translational regulation during EMT extends beyond the early
stages of tumorigenesis, with epithelial plasticity remaining important
asCTCs travel in the bloodstreamand establish distantmetastases (29).
Single-cell RNA-sequencing of freshly isolated breast cancer patient
CTCs revealed that increased expression of structural ribosomal
proteins correlates with expression of epithelial markers, a higher

proliferative index and poor clinical outcomes (30). Consistent with a
causative role for increased ribosomal proteins in CTC-mediated
metastasis, an in vivo genome-wide CRISPR activation screen iden-
tified increased ribosomal protein expression—particularly RPL15—
as prometastatic factors in patient-derived breast CTC lines intravas-
cularly inoculated into mice (30). In these cells, ribosomal protein
expression is strongly correlated with expression of epithelial markers,
and both of these confer a poor clinical outcome in women with breast
cancer, suggesting that epithelial plasticity may underlie translational
patterns modulating tumorigenesis and metastasis. The relationship
between EMT and expression of translational machinery was con-
firmed by TGFb treatment of cells, which results in global suppression
of translation, with preferential reduction in the translation of ribo-
somal proteins. The epithelial state may thus drive a translational
profile promoting CTC metastatic potential, in part by modulating
ribosomal protein expression. These observations also raise the pos-
sibility that changes in expression of specific ribosomal proteins may
determine global and transcript-specific translational output. Upre-
gulation of numerous ribosomal proteins has been observed in can-
cer (31), and in some cases, these ribosomal proteins are associated
with transformation or disease progression, including RPLP1 (32),
RPL36A (33), andRPL34 (34). This heterogeneity of ribosomal protein
expression in cancer raises the intriguing possibility of specialized
ribosomes, with an alternative composition of ribosomal proteins, that
direct translation of specific oncogenic transcripts; such specialized
ribosomes have been reported in mouse embryonic stem cells (35).
Further studies are needed to determine the role of specialized ribo-
somes in translational dysregulation in cancer.

Whereas individual tumor cells in circulation have a low probability
of generating a macrometastatic lesion, multicellular clusters of CTCs
in the bloodstream have greatly enhanced metastatic potential versus
single CTCs (36–38). Consistent with the connection between high
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Therapeutic vulnerabilities based on translational aberrations in tumor cells progressing through the metastatic cascade. A, Primary tumor cells activate mTOR and
other translational pathways to induce epithelial plasticity, promoting escape from primary tumors and intravasation into the circulation. B, CTCs and CTC clusters
with increased metastatic capacity exhibit upregulation of translational machinery. Neutrophils dependent on translation interact with CTCs to facilitate CTC
extravasation. C, DTCs translationally regulate surface expression of the immunosuppressive ligand PD-L1, promoting immune evasion. D, Growing metastases
activate mTOR and proliferation pathways, and mTOR inhibitors are approved for use in metastatic breast, renal, and neuroendocrine cancers. In each panel,
therapies targeting protein translation with efficacy in metastasis models or in patients with metastatic cancer are highlighted.
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ribosome content and the epithelial phenotype, patient-derived CTC
clusters have increased expression of ribosomal proteins and epithelial
markers, as compared with single CTCs (36). Taken altogether, the
heterogeneous expression of translational machinery and epithelial
plasticity may be critical determinants of metastatic potential in CTCs
(Fig. 2B).

Tumor dormancy and the integrated stress response
After exiting the bloodstream, CTCs, now referred to as dissemi-

nated tumor cells (DTC),may remain in a dormant state for prolonged
periods of time, undetected by current screening technologies, before
they initiate proliferation and give rise to metastatic lesions (39–41). A
growing body of evidence suggests that this dormant state is associated
with global suppression of translation, mediated by the integrated
stress response (ISR). The ISR is activated upon exposure to a wide
range of cellular stresses, including intrinsic factors such as accumu-
lation of unfolded proteins [activating the unfolded protein response
(UPR)] and extrinsic factors such as hypoxia, reactive oxygen species,
amino acid deprivation, heme deprivation, and loss of cell matrix
attachments (42). ISR activation leads to phosphorylation of eIF2a,
which prevents translation initiation complex formation resulting in
globally reduced mRNA translation (43, 44). This global reduction in
translation appears to prevent ATP depletion, accumulation of oxi-
dative stress, and ultimately apoptosis, thereby promoting the survival
of dormant DTCs (45, 46). However, despite globally reduced trans-
lation following ISR activation and eIF2a phosphorylation, certain
transcripts continue to be translated through a variety of mechanisms,
including IRES-mediated cap-independent translation, as described
above (47, 48). Other transcripts, such as those encoding the stress
response factor ATF4, contain upstream reading frames (uORF),
motifs that normally inhibit translation, but are bypassed in the setting
of phosphorylated eIF2a (47). Selective translation of these tran-
scripts leads to activation of pathways that further support stress
tolerance and survival of dormant cells. For instance, ATF4 pro-
motes autophagy, which supports the survival of DTCs under low
nutrient conditions and high oxidative stress (46). This selective
translation of specific transcripts critical to tumor cell survival in
the setting of repressed global translation appears to be a dominant
feature of tumor cell dormancy. In contrast, escape from dormancy
and outgrowth of metastatic lesions likely requires reactivation of
the translational machinery to match the cellular demands of rapid
growth and proliferation.

Translational Deregulation by Tumor
Microenvironmental Factors

In addition to promoting dynamic shifts in tumor cell states, global
alterations in mRNA translation occur in response to stimuli from the
tumor microenvironment. Such translational changes are evident at
multiple stages of metastasis and can lead to microenvironmental
remodeling in response to cues such as hypoxia and immune cell
interactions.

Hypoxia and angiogenesis
A key requirement for metastasizing tumor cells to survive is access

to oxygen and nutrients via local angiogenesis and vascular remodel-
ing. This is often mediated via secretion of the VEGF family of growth
factors, which promote neovascularization (49). Hypoxia is a central
driver of angiogenesis leading to transcriptional changes mediated
by the HIF transcription factors, as well as a stimulus for the ISR,
as discussed above (50). The hypoxic response depends on both

transcriptional and translational changes in VEGF expression, with
themechanism of translational regulation dependent on an IRES in the
VEGF transcript (51). In the setting of hypoxia, the ISR is activated,
leading to global reductions in cap-dependent translation; however,
IRES-mediated, cap-independent translation proceeds, and VEGF
protein is produced despite reduced overall translation. Notably, the
VEGF family member VEGF-C does not contain an HIF-binding site
in its promoter, suggesting translational rather than transcriptional
control in response to hypoxia (52). Indeed, IRES-mediated transla-
tion appears to be the primarymode of VEGF-C regulation in hypoxia,
contributing to lymphatic metastasis (53), and similarly, IRES-
mediated control of VEGF-D translation in metastasis has also been
reported (54). Such translational control allows for efficient produc-
tion of VEGF family members under restrictive hypoxic conditions
that reduce overall protein production, enabling the initiation of
angiogenic signaling; for VEGF-C and VEGF-D, this translational
mechanism may also promote metastatic spread via the induction of
lymphangiogenesis (55). Translation of additional angiogenic growth
factors, including FGF1 and FGF2, is upregulated under hypoxic
conditions through their IRES domains, highlighting the conservation
of this mechanism of translational regulation across multiple angio-
genic factors (56).

In addition to cap-independent translation initiation, hypoxic stress
also induces translation of hypoxia-induced transcripts—including
those encoding EGFR, HER2, PDGFRa, and CDH22—via assembly of
alternative cap-dependent translational complexes. During hypoxia,
HIF2a binds to RBM4 at the 30 end of hypoxia-induced tran-
scripts (57). This complex then binds eIF4E2, eIF4G3, and eIF4A at
the 50 cap of the transcript, together forming an alternative cap-
dependent complex and initiating translation. Notably, given its role
in translation of hypoxia-induced transcripts, eIF4E2 may represent a
translational target with a wide therapeutic window to selectively
inhibit metastatic cell growth (58). Together, these hypoxia-specific
mechanisms of translational control illustrate the diversity of mechan-
isms for regulating translation under stress conditions.

Tumor–immune cell interactions
Immune evasion is critical to tumor initiation, and recent work has

highlighted translational dysregulation of immune mediators as a key
mechanism by which tumor cells escape immune suppression. Ribo-
some profiling of liver tumors derived from a transgenic mouse model
of combined expression of mutant KRAS and MYC overexpression
(KRASG12D/MYCþ) in a liver-specificmanner demonstrates selectively
increased translation of the immunosuppressive ligand PD-L1 as
compared with tumors expressing only KRASG12D, leading to immune
evasion and increased metastatic potential (59). In these mice,
increased PD-L1 translation is dependent on MYC-associated eIF2a
phosphorylation and subsequent ribosomal bypass of suppressive
uORFs within the PD-L1 50-UTR. Interestingly, treatment with tomi-
vosertib—a small-molecule inhibitor of MNK1/2 that prevents phos-
phorylation and activation of the translation initiation factor eIF4E—
selectively blocks the translational upregulation of PD-L1 in this liver
cancer model, thereby sensitizing tumor cells to immune suppression
and limiting metastasis (Fig. 2C). Other studies have recently shown
that, in the setting of global translation suppression, increased PD-L1
translation may occur as a consequence of ISR activation mediated via
uORFs in the PD-L1 transcript and dependent on the alternative
translation initiation factor eIF5B in the setting of eIF2a phosphor-
ylation (60). Beyond direct translational regulation of PD-L1, the
eIF4F complex selectively promotes the translation of STAT1, a
PD-L1 transcriptional activator in melanoma cell lines. Treatment
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with the eIF4A inhibitor silvestrol leads to reduced STAT1 translation
and PD-L1 transcription with subsequent immune sensitization,
suggesting that targeting mRNA translation may limit tumor growth
and metastasis by modulating immune surveillance pathways in
multiple tumor types (61).

Translational control in circulating immune cells also appears to
promote metastasis. Recent work has suggested that the metastatic
potential of CTCs is modulated by circulating neutrophil translational
capacity. Neutrophils are frequently found in the immune infiltrate of
tumors and can be either tumor promoting or tumor suppressive
depending on the signals derived from the tumor cells and the
microenvironment (reviewed in ref. 62). During metastasis, neutro-
phils have been implicated in priming of the premetastatic niche (63)
and retention of CTCs in target organs (64). Increased neutrophil
lifespan and survival are postulated to mediate these prometastatic
properties, and MNK1/2 activation delays neutrophil apoptosis (65).
Consistent with these observations, CTC-derived lung metastases are
decreased in mice with neutrophils expressing mutant, inactivated
eIF4E, as compared with mice with wild-type neutrophils, presumably
due to increased sensitivity of the neutrophils to apoptotic stimuli (66).
Neutrophil translational activity is necessary for CTC extravasation,
and inhibition of eIF4E activation using the translation inhibitor
merestinib reduced neutrophil counts and metastasis formation
(Fig. 2B). In addition to these roles, neutrophils are the predominant
white blood cells associated with CTC clusters, and the presence of
neutrophils in these clusters activates a proliferative program and
is correlated with reduced progression-free survival (67). Together,
these findings illustrate the dynamic relationship between tumor cells
and immune cells and highlight an additional role of translational
regulation in shaping tumor and immune cell interactions during
metastasis.

Therapeutic Vulnerabilities Presented
by Translational Deregulation in Cancer

The significant role of mRNA translation in the development and
progression of cancer raises the intriguing possibility of targeting
translation therapeutically. Given the universal role of mRNA trans-
lation, to be effective, such an approach must rely on differential
oncogenic dependency providing a sufficient therapeutic window to
target tumor cells progressing through critical points in the metastatic
cascade, while minimizing toxicity. Of note, the translational inhibitor
omacetaxine, which directly inhibits the ribosome to halt translation
elongation, is FDAapproved for the treatment of chronicmyelogenous
leukemia (CML; ref. 68). The effectiveness of omacetaxine in CML is
thought to be related to rapid turnover of the CML-defining Bcr-Abl
oncoprotein and subsequent dependency on nascent protein produc-
tion (69). Although this treatment is not widely used because of the
efficacy of tyrosine kinase inhibitors in CML, it validates the concept
that translational inhibitors are clinically viable drugs and suggests that
therapeutic vulnerabilities related to translation may be exploited.
Indeed, in recent work, we have shown that ribosomal inhibition via
omacetaxine, in combinationwith cell-cycle inhibition via theCDK4/6
inhibitor palbociclib, is able to selectively inhibit the growth of
translationally activated, metastatic-competent CTCs (30).

In addition to direct targeting of the ribosome, inhibition of mTOR
or other translational regulators may lead to translational inhibition
with selective efficacy in malignant cells. Indeed, the first-generation,
allosteric mTOR inhibitors everolimus and temsirolimus are FDA
approved for several cancer types, including metastatic breast cancer,

renal cell carcinoma, and neuroendocrine tumors (Fig. 2D; ref. 70).
Although they are commonly used in clinical practice, these first-
generation mTOR inhibitors have limited efficacy due to their partial
inhibition of mTOR complex activity and to acquisition of somatic
mutations increasing mTOR activity that lead to drug resistance. The
development of second-generation mTOR inhibitors that bind the
ATP site (e.g., sapanisertib, vistusertib, and onatasertib) may more
strongly inhibit mTOR-dependent translational upregulation due to
more potent inhibition of 4E-BP1 phosphorylation, as well as an
additional inhibitory effect on the mTORC2 complex (4, 71, 72), and
these are now in clinical trials for various malignancies. Similarly, dual
PI3K/mTOR inhibitors that bind the ATP sites of both PI3K and
mTOR (e.g., voxtalixib, gedatolisib, bimiralisib, paxalisib, samotolisib,
and apitolisib) are also in clinical trials and may demonstrate addi-
tional translational inhibition versus mTOR-only inhibitors (73).
Finally, third-generation mTOR inhibitors are under development,
combining the inhibitor modalities of the first- and second-generation
inhibitors by creating a bivalent mTOR inhibitor that includes a
rapamycin-like domain connected to an ATP-site inhibitor domain
by a long linker chain, and these may further enhance the clinical
application of mTOR inhibitors (74).

The eIF4F translation initiation factors (including eIF4A, eIF4E,
and eIF4G) are particularly attractive targets for inhibition in cancer,
since alterations in these proteins are reported in various tumors, and
they interact with multiple druggable modulators. Although progress
on direct eIF4E inhibitors has been limited, several inhibitors have
been described targeting the MNK1 and MNK2 kinases, which
phosphorylate and activate eIF4E. One such MNK1/2 inhibitor,
cercosporamide, attenuates pulmonary metastases in an experimental
melanoma mouse model (75). Another MNK1/2 inhibitor, tomivo-
sertib (eFT508), is particularly potent and selective and is now
in clinical trials in prostate and breast cancers, as monotherapy
and in combination with PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors (NCT04261218,
NCT03690141, and NCT03616834; ref. 76). Multiple inhibitors of
the RNA helicase eIF4A have been reported, including hippuristanol,
pateamine A, and silvestrol, as well as numerous derivatives, and these
compounds have demonstrated efficacy in preclinical primary and
metastatic tumormodels (77). Interestingly, eIF4A inhibitors have also
demonstrated efficacy against MYC-induced blood cancers; MYC
regulates the transcription of numerous elements of the translational
apparatus including ribosomal proteins, rRNA, and translation initi-
ation and elongation factors (78), and oncogenic MYC signaling may
lead to increased dependence on translational capacity (61, 79, 80).
Zotatifin (eFT226), an eIF4A inhibitor with improved drug-like
properties, has recently been developed and is presently in early
clinical trials for advanced solidmalignancies (NCT04092673; ref. 81).

An additional avenue for affecting global translational output is
modulation of eIF2a activity. The eIF2a dephosphorylation inhibitor
salubrinal inhibits the protein phosphatase 1 (PP1) complex, main-
taining eIF2a phosphorylation and subsequent stress response sig-
naling (82). Conversely, inhibitors of kinases that phosphorylate
eIF2a, such as the protein-like ER kinase (PERK), have also been
identified and decreasemetastasis in an aggressive breast cancermouse
model (83). One such PERK inhibitor, ISRIB (Integrated Stress
Response InhiBitor), has been shown to inhibit breast cancer cell
plasticity, especially in cells treated with the mTOR inhibitor sapani-
sertib, highlighting the potential of multimodal inhibition of transla-
tional plasticity (84). Although no modulators of eIF2a activity are
presently in clinical trials, we anticipate that, with further develop-
ment, these compounds may serve as a promising approach to target
metastatic spread.
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Beyond inhibition of the above targets, numerous additional
approaches for modulating mRNA translation are in preclinical or
clinical development, including inhibitors of rRNA transcription,
targeted degraders of translational regulators, and antisense oligonu-
cleotides targeting specific transcripts (85).

Concluding Remarks
Aberrant regulation of mRNA translation is a defining feature of

neoplastic cells, which, along with their genetic and epigenetic marks,
may define many of their key functional characteristics. Cancer-
associated alterations in translation are context dependent and
dynamic over the course of cancer progression, often associated with
reversible epithelial plasticity or cellular stress signaling. In this way,
regulation of translation may allow neoplastic cells to achieve a
survival advantage at different stages within the metastatic cascade
or when faced with adverse environmental conditions. The hijacking
by cancer cells of broad cellular regulatory mechanisms relevant
to translation is consistent with their acquisition of genetic and
epigenetic alterations during tumor progression, although the precise
causes of these cancer-associated changes remain poorly understood.
Here, we have highlighted recent insights into mechanisms of trans-
lational dysregulation during the metastatic cascade, but we note
that alterations in the levels and activity of additional translational
regulators, including tRNA modifications, RNA binding proteins,
and miRNAs, likely play critical roles as well. Importantly, the

identification of metastasis-associated translational changes suggests
opportunities for therapeutic intervention, particularly at specific
points within the metastatic cascade where increased dependence on
altered mRNA translation may provide a therapeutic window. Further
study is needed to better characterize and ultimately target such novel
translational vulnerabilities, with the goal of suppressing themetastatic
spread of cancer.
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